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Preview] .Parabates Parabates is an album by avant-garde jazz multi-instrumentalist Mal Waldron
recorded in 2002 and released on the Jazz Village label. Reception In his review for AllMusic, Brian
Olewnick states "Waldron is trying to convey the idea that if you give up on trying to find a groove
and try to reach for some 'higher' aspect of yourself, you'll find something out of this world". The All
About Jazz review by Gary W. Kennedy describes the album as "frustrating, splendid, and
occasionally beautiful" and adds "This may be Waldron's final statement on any theme". Track listing
All compositions by Mal Waldron except as indicated "Non-Attitude" - 5:42 "For Joe" - 4:27
"Entrances" - 5:28 "One's World Is a Photograph of Another's" - 6:00 "Journey with Symmetry" - 7:00
"Mosaic of Abstractions" - 7:19 "Higher World" - 7:08 "The Ocean" - 7:26 "Do the Winds Fall" - 7:01
"Infinite" - 7:31 Personnel Mal Waldron - tenor saxophone, alto flute, English horn, cornet, flute,
percussion, keyboards, synthesizer George Cables - piano Victor Lewis - bass Chris Minh Doky -
drums References Category:Mal Waldron albums Category:2002 albums Category:Jazz Village
Records albumsPlease turn on JavaScript. Media requires JavaScript to play. Advertisement A judge
has refused to stop the extradition of an Egyptian Islamist student to Saudi Arabia. Yasser Lotfy was
sentenced to 10 years in jail in 2007 for providing a supply of al-Qaeda inspired literature. He has
now appealed against his conviction. Egypt's Foreign Ministry said he would be sent to Saudi Arabia
after a hearing in the High Court on Tuesday. Mr Lotfy
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